Ecoult Energy Storage Solutions
Corporate Capability Statement

Our Mission
Smart Energy Storage for a Cleaner Planet
A smart energy storage solution will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions while keeping businesses and households running
reliably and efficiently. At Ecoult, we deliver that solution.

The Company
Ecoult began life as a high-tech Australian company that was formed in 2007 to develop
and commercialize the revolutionary CSIRO-invented advanced lead-acid UltraBattery®.
Ecoult was acquired in 2010 by US company East Penn Manufacturing, which now
manufactures UltraBattery at its environmentally award-winning Pennsylvania plant.

The Market
To fully realize its potential, renewable energy must be dispatchable. This means that
while the sources of renewable energy deliver their energy at fluctuating rates, that
energy needs to be made reliably and constantly available to users, 24/7.
Battery storage is the key to making renewable energy available when needed.

Our Capabilities
More Than Just a Battery
Ecoult is a high-tech engineering company creating energy storage solutions at all scales.
Our team includes electrical, software, hardware, power, chemical, communications and
mechanical engineers who design and build some of the world’s most innovative energy
storage, monitoring and control systems for our UltraBattery-based energy storage solutions.

Battery Research &
Development

Hardware & Firmware

SCADA & Cloud
Communications

Data Analysis &
Reporting

Applications &
Physical Design

Electrical Design &
Project Management

UltraBattery – The Lead-acid
Difference
UltraBattery comprises a single sealed cell containing a
carbon ultracapacitor and lead-acid battery. This unique
hybrid technology delivers class-leading energy storage
as well as quick-charge acceptance and power discharge.
UltraBattery handles unpredictable, high-rate applications
in temperatures up to 45°C with minimal or no airconditioning. Ecoult builds solutions from kilowatt scale
at 48 volts through to 960 V megawatt-scale applications.
UltraBattery also has impressive lifetime energy
throughput, and its high economic value at end of life
drives the incredible sustainability of its manufacturing
ecosystem, with 100 percent return and 96 percent by
mass reuse in a new battery.

Case Studies

Data Intelligence and Control
Ecoult develops intelligent battery and system
control software and hardware to manage the
most demanding of energy storage applications.
Our web-enabled platforms can report, manage
and control power flows through renewable/grid/
diesel systems, offer graphing and reporting to
customers and fleet owners, send customizable
alarms and alerts, and give the authorized
installer and developer remote access to the
state of every aspect of the battery and system.
System elements can also be brought online
remotely, and many service issues can be
identified and restored remotely, saving on
service visits to remote systems.

US Fast-rate megawatt
applications
In 2012 Ecoult pioneered fast-rate megawattscale grid frequency regulation using
UltraBattery on the PJM grid in Pennsylvania – a
wholesale electricity market serving 13 states.
Recently, on the same grid, we’ve delivered a
world-first ‘dual-purpose’ storage application,
where high-rate grid-regulation batteries
turn immediately into industrial standby UPS
batteries in a blackout.
In New Mexico our 2011 smoothing application
at a 500 kW PV farm is still going strong,
showing the outstanding cycle life of the world’s
most advanced lead-acid battery.

Australian luxury eco-microgrid
At Cedarvale, an offgrid health retreat
in Kangaroo Valley, NSW the existing
renewable / diesel / battery solution
was having trouble stretching between
the morning and evening usage peaks.
The existing batteries were replaced
with UltraBattery, and Ecoult modified
our algorithms and tailored our battery
operation to the circumstances, with the
result that diesel use has dropped to close to
zero. Our remote monitoring systems allows
maintenance staff to keep an eye on the
hard-to-reach power system from anywhere
on the web, greatly reducing site visits and
saving time and money.

Applications
Residential and
Kilowatt Scale

Commercial
and Industrial

We’ve developed storage products for both on-grid and off-grid PV, wind and diesel applications.
UltraBattery allows diesel to run at its highest efficiency output, while the battery system smooths
renewable power, delivering stable renewable power supply, optimized grid use, and better than
50 percent reduction in diesel usage.
Commercial customers need to balance time-of-use tariffs with start-up loads, demand charges,
air-conditioning loads, and – in some cases – restrictions on PV use. Our storage systems and
algorithms can cater for various combinations of batteries with PV, grid power, wind, micro-hydro,
and diesel.
Our systems enable peak shaving, smoothing, and maximized self-consumption of on-site
renewables, also allowing revenue-generation from standby battery installations.

Commercial and Industrial Clients
Telecommunications: Telcos generally power remote sites with PV, supported by diesel
generators. We can save these companies more than 50 percent of their diesel costs by better
managing their PV and reducing the duration and frequency of generator use.
Renewables developers: Wind and solar developers use our systems to manage their connection
to the grid.
Standby systems: Our systems provide continuous variability management and uninterrupted
power supply (UPS) backup to ride through outages.

Grid-scale
Services

Many of our installations are engineered at megawatt levels for utility customers. They include:

Grid Ancillary Services
Most grids use ‘peaking’ gas-fired power to balance the load and generation mismatches
caused by renewables. But gas takes time to reach the required output. Our systems respond
instantaneously.

Generating Revenue from Storage
Ecoult develops dual-purpose UltraBattery systems, which back-up supply for the industrial client
during rare grid outages, and can sell smoothing and ancillary services to the grid operator as a
revenue offset 24/7.

Renewables,
Weak Grids and
Microgrids/
Off-grid

Renewables Integration
Renewable energy sources deliver their power intermittently, resulting in periods of low-quality
power fluctuating with high renewable output that often coincides with low-demand periods.
UltraBattery makes renewables work better, whether by smoothing megawatt-scale wind and PV or
kilowatt-scale remote microgrids.

Weak Grids
Weak grids occur where power requirements exceed the local grid’s capacity, and weak grids don’t
cope well with power feeding in from domestic PV installations.
Ecoult can support weak grids by smoothing noisy signals – such as PV or wind turbine outputs –
and providing sustained release of energy 24/7.

Microgrids/Off-Grid
On many microgrid sites, a generator is sized for the maximum load.
UltraBattery can make the generator on these sites operate far more efficiently, reducing
diesel usage by 50 percent on diesel-only sites and significantly more where renewables are
incorporated.
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